Nome Azienda: BioMole srl
Anno di costituzione: 2019

Sector: The activity of BioMole includes the production and commercialization of in vitro diagnostic kits.

Activity: BioMole is today able to meet the expectations of a rapidly growing market and evolving in both research and diagnostics, and aims to increase its potential daily, strengthen its services and innovate its technology both in research and in production. Our molecular diagnostic products, developed with the most advanced technology solutions, are a complete solution for public and private analysis laboratories that carry out diagnostic genetic activities of second or third levels. The scientific innovations were transferred into ready to use diagnostic kits that, for the operating user-friendliness and the quality, are optimal for routine diagnostic laboratories. We focused on the BIOMEDICAL field including molecular biology, biotechnologies and in-vitro diagnostics. Nowadays the definition of the patient’s individual profile (through specific epigenetic, genomic and metabolomic analyzes) is of fundamental importance to identify the specific therapeutic strategy. This approach improves the patient’s quality of life by minimizing undesirable effects and optimizing the management of available economic resources.

Product/Service: BioMole has developed prognostic tests, based on Real-Time PCR technology, linked to drug therapy; to diagnosis of rare disease and to Stem cell and differentiation markers.

Application: BioMole is today able to meet the expectations of a rapidly growing market and evolving in biotech field.

Targeted market: Paediatrics specialist Hospitals and Cell Factory.

Ateneo di afferenza: University of Turin

Contatti
Massimiliano Bergallo and Valentina Daprà
Via Quarello 15/A
Massimiliano.bergallo@unito.it; valentina.dapr@yahoo.it
Sito web: www.biomole.it